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1. Brief introduction:

Thanks for buying our product, this 3 in 1 RC is designed for smart TV with double

sides: one side is full keyboard design and the other side includes IR buttons for TV

control, consisting of three functions: full keyboard, air mouse and IR remote

controller.

-This double-sided keyboard remote of new model utilizes both RF 2.4G technology

for keyboard and mouse control and IR technology for TV control.

Compared to traditional IR remote controller, this model is easy for end user to input

letters and to find and open their favorite Apps for its hotkeys.

2. Features:

- 3 in 1: keyboard, mouse, and IR remote

- Slim size, fashion style

- Gyroscope for mouse control

- Rechargeable Li-ion battery power supply

- Low power consumption

3. Main specifications:

- Battery capacity: 380mA

- Power consumption: appro. 120uA

- Charge : DC 5V/300mA

- RF 2.4G connect, plug and play

- Wireless distance: 8 – 10M

- IR carry frenqueny: 38K Hz

- Working condition: RH 20%-85%@-20℃-35℃;

- Size: 160X46X10.2mm.

- weight: 100 g.
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4. Product overview:

1. IR emmiter

2. Mouse button: press to activate mouse function, when mouse is on, OK button will

change to left click function of mouse
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3. Signal indicator: LED 1: IR signal, LED2: RF signal, LED3: light on when

charging

4. Power button,

5. USB port for charge: when charge, led3 will light on, and it will go out when RC

fully charged.

6.keyboard and mouse of this RC use RF 2.4G technology, designed with Spanish key

layout, is compatible with other Android smart TV, and Android STB.

5. How to use

5.1 .Insert the USB receiver into the USB port of smart TV and power on RC by

switching power button to on. Once connection is build, you can sit on your

confortable sofa to control your TV: watching your favourite program, surf internet,

Text-chat with your friend...

5.2. Charge your RC: this RC is power supplied by rechargeable Li-ion battery, it is

easy to charge, just connect the RC to your smart TV or any USB port of computer

with the provided USB cable, then LED 3 will light on. when RC is full charged, LED

3 will go out.

5.3 Compared to common IR RC, this new RC is designed with full keyboard and

usnig spanish key layout, covered most normal spanish symbols, on this RC, there

are 4 ways to input these letters:

-basic letters, such as A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W,

X, Y, Z, Ñ, Ç, ... just tap one time

- Some letters with blue color need to use with key “Fn”, for example: to input “&”,

you need to hold key “Fn” then press “K”,

- Some letters with red color need to use with key “AltGr”, total 4 symbol: {,},[,],€,

for example, to input “€”, you need to hold key “AltGr”, then press key “E”

- some upper letter need to use with key Shift: total three symbol: ^, ¨, *, for example,

to input “*”, you need to hold key Shift, then press key “+”

5.4 Mouse: click(not hold) button to activate mouse function, then wave
your hand, then mouse will move with your hand motion, when mouse is activated,
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button “OK” will become mouse left button; click again to disable the function of
mouse.
1. Some APP do not support mouse, please use navigation keys to move mouse
cursor.
2. Mouse point direction adjust: when mouse cursor is not direct with your RC, please
move the mouse cursor to the edge of TV screen to adjust the offset angle.

6. IR button function description:

Key symbol
Function
description Key symbol

Function
description

Power on TV EPG EPG

1 1 BACK BACK

2 2 EXIT EXIT

3 3 MUTE MUTE

4 4 UP Move cursor up

5 5 DOWN Move cursor down

6 6 LEFT Move cursor left

7 7 RIGHT Move cursor right

8 8 OK confirm

9 9 PVR PVR

0 0 CC CC

. . SAP/Lang SAP/Lang

SOURCE Input sources select NETFLIX
PRESS TO ENTER

NETFLIX

FAV FAV DMP DMP

Vol + Vol up STICKER STICKER

Vol - Vol down INFO INFO

CH + CH + RED RED

CH - CH - GREEN GREEN
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HOME HOME YELLOW YELLOW

MENU MENU BLUE BLUE
6.1 Infrared coding format for this RC use profile of RC5, is available for BGH and Hisense
TV.(Please help to list compatible TVs model or serial model no.)

7. Package: in the package, you will find:
Smart TV Remote Control *1
USB cable for recharging the unit * 1
User manual *1

8, Caution:
8.1 do not use caustic liquids to clean the unit, please clean with dry cloth.
8.2 do not immerse unit in the water or expose in the hot enviroment.
8.3 When unit is fully charged, please unplug from the power source.
8.4 power off the RC when not use for a long time.

9. RMA policy


